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To Our Circles RVA Friends:

How would you feel if you had made at least 50 new and diverse
friends during 2019? And not only did you meet them, you got to
spend quality time with them every Tuesday evening? Well, my
answer is that it feels really, really good.

Circles RVA completed its first full year of operations in August
2019. Step-by-step, relationship-by-relationship we have
progressed extremely well. Our first class of Leaders was
matched with volunteer Allies in January 2019. Our second class
of Leaders was matched in August 2019 and our third class of
Leaders will be matched in February 2020.

As you review this Annual Report in detail, you will see that
Circles RVA enriched the lives of over 200 individuals during 2019
- Leaders, their families, Allies and other volunteers. Circles RVA
is building and multiplying relationships at a pace that has the
promise of helping hundreds of motivated Leaders, and their
families, lift themselves all the way off the poverty scale. The
spirit of working together toward Leaders’ goals is contagious.

On behalf of the Board of Directors, I thank all of you who have
entrusted Circles RVA. We rely entirely on you to do what Circles
RVA does.

DICK RITSCH
President, Board of Directors

2019
YEAR IN REVIEW
2019 marked a year of growth in both impact and numbers. With
the addition of two new Leader cohorts, Circles RVA has now
trained 19 Circle Leaders and 37 Allies. Eleven of these Leaders
are actively working on their goals in partnerships with their
Allies, while also engaging their collective children with Circles.

The Circles RVA community expands beyond Leaders and Allies.
In 2019 an additional 110 volunteers and 27 meal providers were
vital to Circles’ success. These volunteers serve on one, or more,
of our Resource Teams:

Community: Plans, organizes and runs logistics of our weekly
Tuesday evening gatherings, including meals, hospitality and
the children’s program.

Recruitment: Recruits Leader and Ally candidates through
networking and community involvement.

Jobs/Education: A network of business and education
contacts available for support, guidance and training.

Services: Identifies and manages contact with community
service organizations.

Big View: Identifies, educates and advocates for change
regarding barriers to eliminating poverty.

Development: Cultivates individual and organizational sources
of financial support.

Each week, the entire Circles community gathered on Tuesday
nights at Grace & Holy Trinity Church for a shared meal followed
by programming. Programming spanned a variety of topics and
resources applicable to Circle Leaders. During Tuesday
gatherings volunteers also teach lessons, play games and serve
as positive role models in the children’s program.

CIRCLES RVA
OVERVIEW
Circles RVA is filling an unmet need in Richmond by partnering
with people on the fence between surviving and thriving. Circles
RVA empowers these individuals, and their families, to
permanently move out of poverty. We do this by creating
intentional relationships that expand support networks and
engage the wider community to reduce or eliminate the systemic
barriers that hinder people from rising out of poverty.

Circles RVA is the 70th chapter of Circles USA, a national nonprofit organization dedicated to building community as an
innovative solution for ending poverty. Circles RVA follows the
Circles USA model that centers around individuals whose income
is at or below 150% of the Federal Poverty guideline.

Circles creates intentional relationships across socio-economic
lines, bringing together two groups of people:

CIRCLE LEADERS Circle Leaders are strong, motivated individuals
who are ready, willing and able to move out of poverty with
social support from their community.

ALLIES Allies are volunteers who make an intentional commitment
to build a relationship with a Circle Leader. Allies become both
cheerleaders and accountability partners. This friendship is the
crux of the Circles model, as it allows for the sharing of social
capital.

Circles RVA provides the social network, financial tools and
emotional encouragement that activate Circle Leaders’
economic growth. As a multi-generational approach, the same is
done for the children of Circle Leaders. The Children’s Program
curriculum aligns with the content of the Circle Leader training. It
is interactive and developmentally appropriate for all age
groups.

2019
CONTINUED
Circles RVA programming in 2019 included a monthly focus on
large scale systemic barriers that challenge Circle Leaders as
they work to move forward. In 2019, Circle Leaders identified
transportation and affordable housing as key obstacles for Big
View discussions and education specific to advocacy.

A highlight of 2019 was Circles RVA's First Anniversary
Celebration hosted at Forest Hill Park in August. This was an
opportunity to come together outside of weekly gatherings for a
time of celebration. It served as a time to reflect on how deep
and wide Circles’ community had grown in just a single year. This
event was evidence of the authenticity of the uniquely diverse
community we have worked to create and foster in Richmond.

While Circles RVA is a community approach, it is also very
individualized, as each Circle Leader is participating in reflection
and goal setting for their own personal path forward. Therefore,
the experience of each Leader, and their Allies, is unique and
best described in their own words.

“Circles meant a lot to me. It helped me meet awesome people.”

“Circles was my support, my family, my ear, my shoulder, my life.
Circles is ME. Without Circles in my life there would be no
stability. I love Circles with all of my heart”

“It has been a wonderful experience to know others I wouldn’t
have known and to grow in community.”

“It has meant taking charge of my future and knowing others are
in my corner.”

“Circles has offered new opportunities.”

“Opportunity to learn dynamics of unique relationships and how,
regardless of circumstance, relational opportunities can help
folks move forward.”

“I’ve learned a lot about myself as a person.”

COMMUNITY
PARTNERS
CRVA has a reciprocal relationship with many existing community assets. In
order to expand the social capital of Leaders and empower them to draw
upon local assets for support, CRVA invites community partners to
participate in our weekly programming and Big View discussions. We
appreciate the time and resources the following partners provided this year
to share information with the Circles RVA community.

2019 Community Partners
Capital One Cafe
Circles Ashland
Cristo Rey Richmond High School
Fitness Warriors
Greater Richmond SCAN
HOME of Virginia
HumanKind
Kate Nixon Anania, author of Twenties in Your Pocket
Kayla Moses
New Virginia Majority
Richmond Kickers
Richmonders Involved to Strengthen our Communities (RISC)
RVA Works
Smart Beginnings
Tricycle Gardens
Urban Hope
VCU ASPiRE
VCU Collective Corazon
VCU Service Learning Classes
Virginia Employment Commission
Virginia Poverty Law Center
YMCA of Greater Richmond

FINANCIAL
SUPPORTERS
Circles RVA relies on faithful and generous financial support from organizations,
foundations, individual donors and local fundraising efforts to make Circles RVA’s impact
possible. Through financial giving, these donors have demonstrated their commitment to
breaking the cycle of poverty in Richmond.

Organizations/Foundations

Individual Donors

Boulevard United Methodist Church

Deborah Alexander

Karla Hunt

Clover Hill Church

Elizabeth Bale

Laura Inscoe

Grace & Holy Trinity Episcopal Church

Stephen and MaryAnne Batsche

Wayne K. Johnson Jr.

Hill City Church

Sarah Benson Hastings

Katherine Kelly

Metropolitan Health Foundation

Mathew Benson

Tony Kingry

Powell Fund, Community Foundation

Kristin Blalock

Jay and Arlene Lerner

Richmond Friends Meeting

Mary Ann Blankenship

Adrian and Page Luxmoore

Sixth Mount Zion Baptist Church

Joel Blum

Karen Marmoi

St. John’s Episcopal Church

James Boston

Christina Mastroianni

St. Paul’s Episcopal Church

Fred Bouzek

Elspeth (Beth) McClelland

Eliza Bowen

Dawn McNamara

Carmen Bray

Bollin Millner Jr.

Josh Bray

Shelli Minnaugh

Kelly Brod

Beth Nelson

Stasi Buhrman

Christine Olson-Vickers

In Celebration of Circles' 1st Anniversary
Kate and Darius Anania
Brenton and Laura Kohler
Glenn Moore
Nancy Trego
Kimberly Vullo and Paul Benson

In Honor of Kim Vullo
Mary Lindert
Malcolm and Nan Ellen Ritsch
Katherine Whitney
Mary Denny Wray

In Honor of Amrit and Helen
Kevin and Robin Larson

In Honor of Bollin Millner Jr.
Kimberly Vullo and Paul Benson

In Honor of Mary Ann Blankenship
Cynthia Proctor

Gabrielle Burne and Bollin Millner Ted Pattison
James and Susan Cain

Nancy Perkins

Edward Caress

Mr. and Mrs. E Bryson Powell

James Caress

Sarah Kye Price

Remmie Chew Jr.

Lidia and Anthony Radi

John and Carolyn Chilton

Joel and Valerie Reinford

Patricia Codd

Malcolm and Nan Ellen Ritsch

Lisa and Phil Dawson

Bradford Sauer

Amber Ellis

Steve Seeger

Don Ellison

Hank Selby

Emily Farrar

Roland Senior

Jim Freeman

Joel Thigpen

Kathy Freeman

Nancy Trego

Cornelia Gregory

Janet White

Ashley Hall

Katherine Whitney

Sandra Hartley

Belle Wisozk

Debbie Herndon

Mary Denny Wray

Tom Holliday

Mary Addison Yates

Mary Howle

ADDITIONAL
SUPPORT
Meal donors, and other in-kind donations, commit not just financial resources, but also their
time and talent. Circles RVA’s weekly meal creates the unified and welcoming community
by which we are now known.

Meal Donors

In-Kind Donations

Alpha Kappa Alpha

Joy Thomas of LaDolls Event Planning

Kisha Anderson

Vivek Rai Photography

Elisabeth Bale and family
Stephen Batsche
Kristin Blalock and family
Rich and Stasi Buhrman
Chick-Fil-A WIllow Lawn
Citizen Dialogue Group
Costco Chesterfield Warehouse
Lisa Dawson
First Mennonite Church
Fatimo Ibrahim
Joey’s Hot Dogs
Brooke Jones
Callie Keller and friends
Kroger
Mary Lindert and Irvin Dallas
Dawn McNamara
Amy Norton and Family
Dr. Sarah Kye Price's Social Work 311 Classes
Providence United Methodist Church New Kent
Publix
Elisabeth Read and family
Richmond Friends Meeting
Richmond Jaycees
Sixth Mount Zion Baptist Church
Lisa Stassi

FINANCIAL
REPORTING
Investing in the Circles RVA mission translates to investing in Richmond families. In 2019,
Circles RVA secured IRS recognition as a 501(c)(3) public charity. Circles RVA also
completed a 2019 goal to improve fiscal efficiency by reducing its online fundraising
expenses through effective use of its non-profit status.

The following summarizes Circles RVA finances for the year ending December 31, 2019.
These are unaudited financial reports.

Revenues
In 2019, Circles RVA recorded revenues of $113,311 from various sources as shown below.
Generous contributions from faith organizations and foundations made up 62 percent of
2019 funding. Thirty-two percent of Circles RVA contributions came from individual donors
who believe that breaking the cycle of poverty one family at a time makes a difference in
the greater metropolitan Richmond community. Many of these donations were from
sustaining contributors or in honor of an event or person. Circles RVA expresses its gratitude
for the faithful support of all of these contributors.

In addition to its generous financial support and use of its building for Tuesday night
meetings, Grace & Holy Trinity Church included Circles RVA in it’s fundraising program of
selling parking spaces for events at the Altria Theater. Fundraising by Circles RVA
volunteers who worked these events accounted for six percent of Circles RVA revenues in
2019. Special thanks to the parking lot volunteers who brave all sorts of weather to raise
funds for Circles RVA.

2019 Revenues

FINANCIAL
REPORTING
Expenses
2019 expenses total $68,722 as shown below. During 2019, expenses were scrutinized for good
stewardship of financial resources. This ensured that Circles RVA was making prudent and
necessary expenses for growth.

At the end of 2018, the Board of Directors recognized that for Circles RVA to continue to grow,
it must invest in growing its staff. In the first quarter of 2019, Circles RVA hired both a part-time
Community Coordinator and a part-time Circles Coach. The Community Coordinator is an
eternally focused position, responsible for recruiting Leaders and Allies, developing and
maintaining community connections, and supporting the Development Committee's fundraising
efforts. The Circles Coach is the inward facing position, responsible for overall training of Allies
and Leaders and the ongoing progress of Leaders and the Leader-driven smaller Circles.

In addition, Circles RVA now contracts with an independent social worker to facilitate Leader
training. This allows the Circles Coach to focus her work on Leaders that have completed their
training and are actively working on their goals with their Allies.

The strong recruitment of volunteers within our community-centric model allows Circles RVA to
operate with two part-time staff. As shown below, employee salaries, benefits and
independent contractor fees make up almost 70 percent of the expenses. All staff participated
in the Circles USA Hands On Training. The weekly meeting expenses shown in the “Recruitment,
Training and Weekly Meeting” category encompass Tuesday night meals, background checks,
and transportation for those who do not have their own transportation.

2019 Expenses

FINANCIAL
REPORTING
Income Statement
As shown below, the income statement for 2018 reflects the launch of the first Circle Leader
class in August 2018. Expenses in 2019 increased as the Circles RVA program took hold. At the
same time, donations increased as donors saw Circles RVA implement its planning with the
launch of the first Circle Leader class.

In 2019, contributions increased by $64,354 driven by faithful contributors and several
significant seed donors willing to fund continued development of Circles RVA. The increase in
contributions also shows the intentional fundraising efforts developed and implemented by the
Development Committee. Expenses rose by $43,802 as Circles RVA onboarded two more
Leader cohorts in 2019 and funded the infrastructure necessary to fuel sustainability and
growth. Per the contract between Circles USA and Circles RVA, the 3rd year Circles Franchise
fee dropped.

Income Statement Comparison: 2018-2019

FINANCIAL
REPORTING
Balance Sheet
In 2019, Circles RVA strengthened its balance sheet as shown below through well designed
and coordinated fundraising efforts led by the Development Committee. The strength of the
balance sheet at the end of 2019 leaves Circles RVA in a solid position to continue onboarding
Leader Cohorts four and five at the present location.

In sum, 2019 was a big growth year for Circles RVA. Circles RVA continued its mission of
breaking the cycle of poverty in the greater Richmond metropolitan area by continuing to
onboard new Leaders and Allies. Circles RVA funded infrastructure expenses to allow that
growth to happen. Good stewardship of resources and a dedicated Development Committee
leaves Circles RVA at the end of 2019 well positioned to accomplish its mission and grow in
2020.

Balance Sheet Comparison: 2018-2019

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT
WWW.CIRCLESRVA.ORG

Circles RVA Team

2020 Board of Directors

Kristin Blalock, Community Coordinator

Stephen Batsche

Dawn McNamara

Helen Rai, Circles Coach

Remmie Chew, Jr.

Bo Millner, Jr.

Richard Crom, Treasurer

Mary Lindert

Valena Dixon

Adrian Luxmoore, Secretary

Ashley Hall

Dick Ritsch, President

Wayne Johnson

Joy Thomas

Christina Mastroianni

Stephanie Watkins

8 N LAUREL STREET
RICHMOND, VA 23220

